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• Use Case Demonstration
Background
• Need for improvements
– Software repository capabilities often sighted as 
inhibitor to software reuse
– Robust search and discovery methods needed
• SHARE Repository
– Enables reuse of combat systems software and 
related assets
– Est. August 2006 by PEO IWS
– NPS researchers tasked to consider areas of 
improvement for the repository
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Research Goal
• Improved software repository capabilities
• Areas of improvement:
– Organization of repository contents
• Robust metadata
• Include all relevant artifact types
• Ontologies to capture context for repository contents





• Smart navigation of repository contents vs. 
typical search and return
• Point and click interface
• User context incorporated into search 
process




• Component Specification - a description or 
model of the items in the repository 
– “Typical” Metadata - information about an 
asset/artifact
– Software Behavior Description – a searchable 
representation of the software asset’s behavior
• Ontology – a contextual model of the 
repository items describing their relationships 
to aid in associating artifacts with user needs 
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Repository Framework - Ontologies
• Multiple sources of context for repository 
artifacts
– Artifact’s place in the Software Engineering 
Lifecycle
– System Architectures (Aegis, SSDS, etc.)
– Surface Navy Open Architecture reference 
architecture
• OWL-DL (Description logic) representations 













– Any other desired 
architectural relationships
• Example from Aegis 











• Multiple visualization tools allow users to 
explore contents in a comfortable setting.
• Different types of views suggested:







• Replacement for a subsystem of Aegis, 
generically termed “Submodule B”. 
• SHARE repository consulted to find artifacts 
that will help in the development of the new 
subsystem requirements.
• Potentially, there are existing system 
requirements that can be reused.  
• There may also be additional artifacts to be 





















• Ontology-based approach for organizing a 
software reuse repository
• Computer aided navigation techniques are 
enabled based on relationships in ontologies
• Demonstrated by Use Case scenario
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Questions?
Jean Johnson
Systems Engineering Dept.
Naval Postgraduate School
jmjohnso@nps.edu
(757)574-7563
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